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lone ranger? 
e was left unaffected by Wednesday n ight's panty raid. Even the statue 
t of McAfee Gym sported one of the dainty prizes. Panty and jock raids 
e to occur on Eastern 's campus. ( N ews photo by Lau ra Ziebell) 
ant funding ·tor Eastern 
tch es last year's totals 
eKidwell 
pears that Eastern' s external 
unding for fiscal year 1982 will 
imately equal last year's total of 
$3. 7 million, Director of Grants 
earch Bud May said recently. 
nal grants are those funds not 
appropriated for Eastern, but 
funds available through state 
by application. The external 
are awarded on the basis of the 
ity's need for the funds. 
ould make an approximation 
tern will receive from $3.5 to 
ion dollars in external grants 
r," May said. 
won't know exactly how much 
·ved for the coming year until it 
," May said, "sometime next 
said although Eastern will 
ly not be rece1vmg any 
al grant money, the cuts that 
n made will not eliminate any 
s being offered. 
the cuts so far have been near 
nd not hits," May said. "But, 
nately, funding agencies can 
change their minds. " 
rn receives grants from state 
such as the Department of 
ce and Community Affairs. 
Board of Education, Department of 
Transportation, and several others 
May said. 
Grants received last year were 
awarded to programs at Eastern. 
Departments receiving grants last year 
Included-occupational education, 
$1,947,8 09; home economics, 
$595,098; traffic safety, $346, 919; 
grants an� research, $147,52 8,  
cooperative education, $18, 927; special 
education, $17,000; chemistry, 
$12,000; and mathematics, $5,040. 
A total of $32,076 in grants of under 
$5,000 was awarded to programs in the 
English, occupational education, 
zoology, life science and special 
education departments. Programs in 
business, home economics, fine arts, 
Booth Library and the Illinois 
Department of Conservation received 
grants. 
Director of Occupational Education 
Chuck Joley said the occupational 
education department has received 
word from their funding agencies that 
they will receive the same basic funding 
as last year. In external funding, · the 
occupational education department 
received nearly $1. 9 million last year. 
"We have reapplied for the grants 
(see GRANT, page 6) 
Unmet need raised 
will be sunny and warm with highs in 
the low to mid 80s. Monday night 
will be cloudy and mild with 
temperatures in the upper 50s . 
More ISSC recipients 
to repay part of award 
by Sue Ann Minor 
More Eastern students may have to 
pay back part of their spring 1981 
Illinois State Scholarship Commission 
awards, an Eastern financial aids 
officer said Friday. 
The ISSC deCided recently that 
students who had an unmet need of 
$750 or less would have to pay .back 
$100 of their spring awards, Eastern 
Associate Financial Aid Director John 
Flynn said. 
Previously, the unmet need figure 
was those with unmet need of less than 
$625. 
Flynn said he learned of the decision 
Friday when he spoke to ISSC 
Executive Director Larry Matejka, but 
added Matejka did not have many 
details. · 
Flynn said he had called the ISSC 
billing department about another 
matter when Matejka got on the phone 
and told him about the change in the 
unmet need amount. 
Flynn also said Matejka said he did 
not know whether the decision affected 
. students with less than $750 uninet 
need or those having $750 and less 
unmet need. 
Matejka told Flynn, "Things (the 
decision) just got firmed up with the 
higher board (Illinois Board of Higher 
Education)," and could offer no more 
details, Flynn said. 
Matejka could not be reached for 
comment. 
Sheila Pruden, a secretary in the 
Springfield ISSC office, said Fridav 
that students with an unmet need of 
$750 or less would. be affected by the 
decision. 
Unmet need is determined by adding 
all of a student's financial resources 
and subtracting it from the cost of 
education at the university chosen by · 
the student. 
Flynn said he was not sure when the 
decision to raise the figure was made. 
Flynn said nothing was mentioned 
about raising the unmet need at 
Monday's ISSC meeting. 
Students are being required to pay 
back part of their awards to cover an 
estimated $2 million shortfall Incurred 
by the ISSC last year. 
The shortfall was caused by an 
incorrect estimation last year of the 
drop-out rate of students who would 
not need their ISSC awards, he said. 
"Supposedly, going with the original 
figure of $625 or less unmet need 
would have overcome the s
.
hortfall,'' 
he said. "Now they (the ISSC) have to 
raise it to break even." 
The increase to $750 and less unmet 
need is the fourth change the ISSC has 
proposed this year in trying to make up 
its shortfall. 
Originally the ISSC decided at its 
April 27 meeting to ask all award 
recipients to repay IO percent of their 
spring se!llester or third quarter award. 
ISSC application process 
altered to save expenses 
by Elise Dinquel notifications of any chan.ges in award 
Changes in the Illinois State amounts. 
Scholarship Commission's student Flynn said the pay-out chart may be 
application procedure and the method a potential problem in the new process 
of determining parental contribution because it will have to take into 
will go into effect this year, an Eastern account self-help allowances, which 
financial officer said Wednesday. are subject to change, and the amount 
The decisions were made at an ISSC of money the ISSC will receive from 
meeting Sept. 14 at the University of the. 
legislature, which it won't know 
Illinois. until July. 
The ISSC will "piggyback" on the Fly�n said a . s
eries ?f char.
ts 
Basic Grant program instead of retlectmg c�anges m . the figures will sending out its own applications for the probably be issued at first. 
1982-83 processing year, John Flynn, . The ch�nges . 
a�so present some 
associate director of financial aids problems m notifymg the schools of 
said. ' the number of students receiving 
Under the new method students awards and distributing the award 
who apply for financial �id in the money to the schools, Flynn said. 
coming year will be instructed to Flynn said an example of the pay-out 
indicate on the American College chart the ISSC will be distributing to 
Testing (ACT), College Scholarship schools is s�he.duled to �e presented by 
Service (CSS), and Basic Grant the .
comm1ss1on at its No�ember 
applications if they want their financial meetmg .. The new procedu�e will also 
information released to the ISSC be explamed to representatives of the 
Flynn said. ' schools, he said. . . 
The new method will also change the In another ch�nge fo� the c�mmg 
notification procedure, Flynn said. year, the ISSC will be usmg a umform 
Instead of rece1vmg direct method prescribed by the federal 
notification of the amount of their government for determining expected 
awards students will be mailed an parental contribution. Formerly, each 
index n�mber which can be matched to school used its own method for 
an ISSC pay-out chart at their school's determining the figure.s, Flynn said. . financial aids office to determine the The method, · which Flynn said 
amount of their award, Flynn said. schools are already required by federal 
He added the changes are designed law to use for campus-based programs 
to save the ISSC the expenses of like work-study, is a compromise 
printing and processing their own between what the ACT and CSS 
applications and mailing out formerly used. 
2 
Emergency meeting called 
by Polish Premier Jaruzelski 
WARSAW, Poland-Premier Wojciech Jaruzelski. 
summoned his Cabinet and officials of major cities 
and provinces to an emergency meeting Sunday on 
urgent political, social and economic matters, the 
official news agency PAP said.  
The· state-run news agency quoted a government 
communique as saying the " state of readiness" of  
the government was discussed and "indispensible 
decisions" were made to prepar:e for "various needs 
ind event.ualities . "  
The communique was vaguely worded and made 
10 direct reference to Soviet warnings that 
. uthorities must crack down on the independant 
abor union Solidarity . PAP, without siting specifics, 
1dicated was a chief topic . 
Earlier Sunday, PAP said food shortages .in some 
'olish towns have reached a "critical" point and a 
· ack of warm clothes, shoes and meat was causing 
'mounting dissatisfaction .'' 
Deputy Premier Janusz Obodowsk, asked by a 
?olish TV reporter if the country was in. a state of 
·'war economy," said:  " Maybe not so black, but 
anyhow nc;>t so colorful . "  
" It i s  true, ,the situation i s  difficult a s  regards 
power, fuel and raw materials," he said. 
"Production is dropping. In connection with such 
a situation, we must carefully cut up what we have. "  
Senate commitee to begin 
work on Social Security bill 
WASHINGTON-The Republican-controlled 
Senate Finance Committee will begin fashioning its 
version of a Social Security bill this week after the 
House leadership decided to toss the political hot 
potatoe across the hall . 
Committee 'chairman Robert J .  Dole, R-Kan ., so 
far has not included in the bill the most controversial 
CDebbie 
M'onday, Septembef 2'1; 1·9s·1 
Monday's 
(AP) News shorts· 
of President Reagan' s  proposals-cutting benefits 
sharply for people who retire at age 62 instead of 65 
in the future. 
But the committee will be asked to consider other 
Reagan proposals to put the Social Security system 
on a sounder financial footing . They include cutting 
basic benifits for future retirees by 10 percent, 
making it more difficult to get disability payments 
and postponing cost-of-living increases each year 
from July 1 to Oct . 1 .  
Both houses also are considering a measure to  
restore the minimum Social Security benifit for at  
least some of the 3 million people who now recieve it.  
Iranian parents cautioned: 
Children could be executed 
BEIRUT, Lebanon-A key prosecuter warned 
· Iranian parents to "watch their children closely" 
since even 12-year-olds. could be executed .for 
demonstrating against the regime, a Tehran 
newspaper said Sunday . It also said 71 opponents 
had been shot by firing squad in two days . 
"Even if a 12-year:old child is found participating 
in an armed demonstration, he will be shot . The age 
doesn't matter," Assadollah Lajavardi, prosecutor 
general of Tehran, 'was quoted as saying in the 
newspaper Islamic Republic . 
" They are young ·and they can be duped into 
counter-revolutionary activities," he said.  
· Lajavardi's remarks were made at a news 
conference Saturday, a day after Iran'sr evolutionary 
prosecutor, Musa vi Tabrizi, announced over Tehran 
Radio that terrorists would be tried and sentenced 
" on the spot" when arrested . 
The Dally Eastetn Ne 
More than 5,.000 protest 
biablo nuclear-power plant 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.-A surprise colu 
of more than 5,000 people toting babies and wa 
placards marched past the gates of the Dia 
Canyon nuclear power plant Sunday in grassr 
support of an anti-nuclear blockade. 
The march, organized among the local populati 
was not connected with a six-day blockade by· 
Abalone Alliance which was regrouping for 
renewed assault following a crucial decision by 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission . 
The NRC will vote Monday in Washin�,ton 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.'s request for an inte 
permit �or low power testing of one of the reactor 
the $2.3 billion plant . 
The alliance, which has seen 1,000 of its suppo 
arrested at the site during the past week, says i t  
try to prevent workers from entering the plant to 1 
the nuclear fuel for the test through a non-vio 
blockade. 
Sunday's marchers began about a mile and a 
southeast of the power plant's main gate. 
Lyndon Johnson biograph 
reveals he accepted cash 
WASHINGTON-Lyndon Johnson 
envelopes "stuffea with cash" when he was 
president and later used the power of his presid 
to amass enormous personal wealth, accordin 
excerpts from a new biography. 
The biography, "The Years of Lyndon Johns 
was written by Robert A. Caro, who in 1975 w 
Pulitzer Prize for his biography of Robert Mos 
former New York city and state official who 
earlier this year. 
Johnson, who died in 1973, was raised to p 
first iri the House of Representatives and then 
U.S. senator from Texas. 
Happy Birthday 
BUCK' • • 
I Oest 
Love, Your Al a Alpha Sisters 
Auto Body Repairs by 
CROSSTOWN Foreign 
and American 
car specialists. 
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AC supporters pleased 
ith center's progress 
Maureen Foertsch 
ajor supporters of the Tarble Arts 
ter expressed pleasure over the 
ter's design and surprise over the 
gress of the construction during a 
Sunday. 
he tour was organized by Don 
michael , TAC director, to take 
ut 50 contributors through the 
ially completed structure . 
An initial $1 million was donated by 
late Newton Tarble, an Eastern 
mnus, for whom the center was 
ed. 
n additional sum of over $300,000 
donated by private citizens, 
orations, and students for the 
struction of the $1 .4  million center. 
he visiters were shown through the 
er shell and given the opportunity 
tudy blueprints of the construction .  
A slide presentation outlining the 
ses of the project from its 
inning to the current stage of 
struction, was also offered to those 
ring the stucture. 
Bruno Getz, a representative of the 
Blaw-Knox Corporation in Mattoon, 
which donated funds to the center, said 
he was suprised construction of the 
center had moved so quickly. 
" The whole project looks good. It 
looks like they ' ll have the center ready 
for the planned opening-right on 
target , "  Getz said. 
Ruth Frommel , a retired Charleston 
public school teacher and Eastern 
alumnus, said she believes the center 
will be fine, although in its present 
state of incompletion , she could not 
visualize the final appearance of the 
structure . 
Fred Fromme! ,  a retired hardware 
store employee, said he noted the 
structure appeared smaller from the 
outside that it seemed - from the 
interior. 
"I am impressed by what had 
already been completed on the 
structure and I am anxious to see the 
center once the work is completed," 
Fromme! said . 
ipe break in Fine Arts building 
aused by soil moisture change 
Peggy Schneider 
water main break in Eastern's 
Arts Center could have been 
sed by the pipe's inability to adjust 
shifting soil conditions, a Physical 
nt spokesman said Friday. 
"Changes in the moisture of the soil, 
ich frequently occur during changes 
seasons, cause the buildings to move 
htly," Assistant Director of the 
ysical Plant Marty l gnazito 
d. "The shift in the building's 
ition causes the pipe leading to it to 
ak.'' 
Similar breaks have occurred about 
ee times in the last two years, he 
"d. 
lgnazito said a leak was probably 
covered in the basement or 
erground steam tunnel by a 
ysical Plant staff member, and 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
· - Presents-
1st Annual 
Tennis Tourney 
Oct2,3&4 
For info call 345-4702-
added that he knew of no damages or 
flooding in other areas of the building. 
The break in the four-inch steel pipe 
will probably be sealed with a clamp 
and may be replaced later, if necessary, 
by Physical Plant employees, he said. 
Replacing the pipe would cost more 
than the Physical Plant can pay 
without making a request to the Board 
of Governors, Eastern's governing 
body, lgnazito said. 
The clamp may hold ''for as long as 
50 years, or as little as 50 days", so 
unless the 20-year-old pipe is worn or 
has sustained other damage, it will only 
be clamped, he said. 
Repairs to the pipe should be 
completed Friday, he said. 
lgnazito said, some buildings on 
c a m p u s  w e r e  b u i l t  w i t h o u t  
consideration for the soil. 
LOST! 
A gold chain with a 
(cubic zirconiun) heart. 
Large sentimental value! 
REWARD: . . • • • . • .  case of beer or 
money equivalent 
Call Terri or Jean at 581-5209 
TUESDAY'S SPECIAL: 
3 pcs. chicken , 
����� mashed potatoes and gravy, 
biscuits, and coleslaw 
$1.89 
2 pcs. chicken, mashed $1 60 bisquits , and cole slaw • 
./�•� 
Monday thru Friday OPEN: 1 Oam to 8 pm 
Saturday and Sunday 
. 1305 Lincoln 345 - 6424 
Somethin' fishy 
Eastern's campus pond attracted a hopeful fisherman Sunday afternoon. 
Although the pond is not known for its stock, avid fishermen continue to try their 
luck. (News photo by Mary Kay O'Donnell) 
2:15rocl<s·nort At Ted'sMonday! : 
of Roe's Back from Denver, Colorado: 
* "Timothy P. 
and R.R. 3 '' * 
Great Country Rock 
Appeared in the Clint Eastwood movie 
"Ever Which Way But Loose." 
Drink Special: Gin 'n S ulrt 75( 
MAZUMA RECORDS & TAPES 
(between Ike's and E.L. Krackers) 
Escape to a new experience in listening 
pleasure at Mazuma ... 
with this week's "Popular Demand" Special: 
Journey's "ESCAPE" 
Reg. low price:$ 7.69 
"Popular Demand" special price: $5.99 
(P.S. Don't forget to vote for next week's special!) 
. STORE HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Closed Sunday 
P ag �p.�n/2!;!! Editorials represent the majority opinion of our editorial boa 
' 
Monday, September 2 1, 1981 
Long ticket lines 
should have been 
for seen by officials 
The long lines for student tickets at Eastern's 
first home football game should never have 
occurred. 
But we're glad the athletic department found 
the logical and quickest solution to the problem 
before the next home game. 
Some students said they waited 45 minutes to 
purchase tickets for the Southwest Missouri 
contest Sept. 1 2, a wait which could have been 
eliminated with some foresight on the part of the 
athletic department. 
The elimination of about 2, 000 season football 
passes this year, in addition to no advance ticket 
sales to students, should have alerted the althetic 
department to the possibility that long lines would 
form prior to game time. 
The athletic department should have forseen 
the problem before the season began. 
After all, student money comprises more than 
half of the athletic department's budget, and 
consequently students should not be subjected 
to unnecessary lines just prior to a contest to 
purchase their tickets. 
The decision by Athletic Director R.C. Johnson 
and associate directors Joan Schmidt and Ron 
Paap to sell student tickets in advance should . 
alleviate that problem. 
Now is the time to be thinking about similar 
problems which will probably occur during 
basketball season. We hope the department 
takes steps now to alleviate crowd crunches at 
the first Panther tip-off. 
A little planning beforehand could have 
alleviated inconvenience and frustration on the 
part of many students at the first gridder contest, 
but we're glad the athletic department took 
prompt action to eliminate future occurrences. 
t l \ ! 
� 
Tarble:.The TAC is just one contribution 
When you listen to students talk about the Tarble Arts 
:enter you rarely hear complimentary remarks.  
Usually they refer to it as a waste of time, space and 
money, or as the "white elephant" in .Buzzard field . And up 
until recently I shared some of those opinions to one degree 
or another . 
. 
For the past few weeks I've been doing research on the life 
.Jf Newton Tarble for a story that will appear in the 
Warbler . When I learned what kind of person Tarble was; 
my thoughts on the TAC changed considerably. 
Now when people say that his $1 million gift should have 
gone toward a new School of Business, I disagree. 
I tell them there was not a School of Business when Tarble 
was here and he seemed to do all right . 
I wonder how many business majors graduating, from 
Eastern this year will be able to leave Eastern $1 million in 
.heir wills. 
The TAC is actually Tarble's monument to Livingston C .  
Lord, Eastern's first president, and Tarble's idea of the 
perfect teacher . 
In Tarble's words Lord taught him about art, music and 
the "finer things in life ."  He also taught him " to hate sham 
and hypocrisy , "  and " loud and pompous people ." 
Lord taught Tarble to be a go-getter , something that can't 
be taught in a bookkeeping class . However, a stroll through 
the TAC may inspire future students to show the same 
initiative that Lord inspired in young Newt .· 
Andy Robezniel<s 
I f  you are wondering how Tarble came to be so rich it was 
because he was a co-founder and the original head of sales 
of Snap-On Tools .  And auto mechanics think of Snap-On 
Tools the same way violinists think of a Stradivarius. 
Undoubtedly, there are those who can take or leave the 
TAC, (the latter of which I once belonged to) but still 
wonder why Tarble didn't leave any money for strictly 
educational purposes . 
One reason may· be because he had already given Eastern 
thousands of dollars during his lifetime. 
Tarble donated 4,896 shares of Snap-On Tools common 
stock, worth $131,000 today, to the Livingston C. Lord 
scholarship fund. The Lord scholarship is awarded· to a 
student going into education . 
He donated 2,400 shares, worth $64,000, to the Edson H.  
Taylor award fund for math students. 
Also, he donated 1,200 shares, worth $32,000, to the fund 
for the Isabel McKinney Scholarship for English students.  
I f  someone graduating this year.becomes as successful as 
Tarble and leaves Eastern a million or two in his will for the 
construction of a School of Business, I hope he does future 
Eastern students a favor: Specify that the new building can't 
be the same color as the Tarble Arts Center . 
Your Turn 
Don't whistle 'wolf' 
Editor: 
This is an ·open letter to all the 
women at E . I . U .  Tuesday night , a 
group of three girls walking home 
from Ike's, outside of Pemberton 
Hall , mistakenly used their Stop/Al 
whistle as a toy. When we initially 
heard the whistle, we rushed to the 
window to find out if any help was 
needed . We found, much to our 
dismay, that it was an attention­
getting device for these three girls. 
Through this expedence, we , 
learned t_he whistle does work, as 
other residents of the hall did call 
the windows. However, our conce 
over this is the abuse that these th 
girls showed. 
If this continues, the whistle will 
lose its effectiveness. Others will 
think of it as just another "cry wol 
situation, and not come to the aid 
the victim. 
Donna Gagala 
Cary Valor 
Praise be to housin 
Editor: 
Just for the record-I believe th 
word of praise is in order for the 
people involved in the EIU residen 
hall system. Over the last couple 
years many improvements have b 
made to make everyone's stay in t 
residence halls an enjoyable 
experience. The intense training o( 
resident assistants has turned out 
quality, more involved, and highly 
visible floor leaders. 
The quiet, w ell lighted, and 
comfortable study rooms that are 
open 24 hours seven days a week, 
provide a reclusi ve atmosphere in 
which to study. 
The service provided by each h 
desk is constantly improving. The 
selection of sports equi pment, w 
tools and reading material is as v 
as ever. Little thi ngs like acceptln 
pennies for stamps w hereas most 
desks didn't before-all make our 
stay a li ttle more convenient. 
The fire boxes placed over all fi 
alarms will certaintly curb their 
the early morning hours. The 
installation of the Liberty Cable 
system to each room is a new 
addition that many incomming 
residents are not aware of. 
A special thank you should go 
Mr. Lou Hencken at the Housin 
Office. He listens to the 
recommendations of the Residen 
Hall Association, hall counselors 
hall staff and acts upon them to 
improve the system . You must v 
your likes and dislikes about your 
residence hall . Your recommen 
will be heard if you talk to your 
or counselor about them . The 
constant improvement of faciliti 
and services have made the EIU 
residence hall system one of the 
state's finest. 
Al Siepker 
Letter Polley 
The name and phone number 
least one author must be submi 
with the letter . Letters should 
typewritten and not exceed 250 
words . Letters longer than the · 
will be cut with the writer's 
permission. 
e Dally Eastern News Monday, September 2 t , � 98 t 
Fall fun at 
festival '81 
Eastern students and Charleston residents were treated to 
a variety of activities Saturday, at the Third Annual Fall 
Festival on the Charleston City square. 
Indian summer weather added to the celebration, which 
featured Owa Toots the Clown, the Turtle Derby, Gentry 
Barber shop Quartet, the U.S. Air Force Drum and Bugle 
Corps, and the Jackie Bennett Dancers. 
Text and photos 
by Brian Ormiston 
5 
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Financial aid to be distributed 
next week in the Grand Ballroom TONIGHT! 
Financial aid disbutsement will be 
held from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Sept. 28 
and 29 in the University Union Grand 
Ballroom. 
Students who fail to pick up their 
National Direct Student Loan, Basic 
Grant, Supplemental Grant, or 
Educationally Disabled · Student 
Scholarship checks at  that. time will 
have to wait until Oct. 16 to pick them 
Grant __ from page one 
and the contracted amounts have been 
set," Joley said. " However, we are 
very concerned at the federal level . "  
The external grant funds are initially 
appropriated to the state · funding 
agencies thro\,lgh federal government 
agencies such as the U.S. Department 
of Labor. 
Joley said that re-authorization for 
some of the fonding is coming up in the 
next session of Congress. 
The primary function of the 
occupational education department, 
which receives a maj or portion of the 
external grant funds, is to prepare 
students who are studying to become 
teachers for their profession . 
Joley said no additional funds have 
been granted to the occupational 
education department; 
"Because of inflation our dollars 
won't go as far, but we feel our 
funding for the coming year is stable , "  
h e  said. 
Director of Traffic Safety Programs 
Dan Bolin also feels confident for 
1981 -82 grant funding. 
· " We have been mformed through 
our various funding agencies that we 
will receive apprximately $350,000 this 
year, slightly more than last year , "  
Bolin said. 
If you can hear your muffler, 
you know there's danger 
nearby •.. deadly carbon 
monoxide gas. Stop In today 
for a free muffler check. 
Used Car · 
Rental 
Rent a Jalopy 
$12perday 
Custom Pipe 
Bending 
4 Way Muffler 
11 th and Madison 
345·9411 
up, Director af Financial Aids Sue 
McKenna said. 
The financial aid disbursement dates 
do not apply to Illinois State 
Scholarship awards or Guaranteed 
Student Loans, she added. 
· 
Checks for ISSC and GSL can be 
picked up at the Financial Aid Office 
in the Student Services Building when 
they arrive, she said. 
Students with National Direct 
Student Loans who do not report to 
the Grand Ballroom on either Sept.  28 
or Sept. 29 to sign their loan notes will 
have their interest rates raised from 4 
percent to 5 percent in accordance with 
federal law, McKenna said . 
Following the initial September 
dates, the Financial Aids Office will try 
to set up aid disbursement every two 
weeks, she said . 
Greek Night 
Wear or bring-Greek letters 
& there's no cover! 
Keg given away to largest 
Fraternity or Sorority represented! 
348-8387 
Style,· V2 Price. 
Look and feel good . . . 
It is important for your hair to be healthy to be at'its 
best. Hairbenders takes the time to show you every important 
step in hair care. How to keep the soft fullness and shine. 
How to look like you just left our salon with just a few minutes 
in front of a mirror . 
· 
At a very special price . . . �� 
. 
To introduce you to a fantastic Hairbenders style we'll ��- ��\. 
give y�u a c�t. co�ditioning
. 
and blow style for half price. This �\ '-1 �\O 
half pnce ha1rshap1ng offer rs good for the entire month of �......,, · .. c.�� 
September for all first-time clients. �� &-� . � �� ·o� 0tter good tirst-t1me clients oniv •s -4�..J.O n�'<:,'\ ,..,�6,ro Haut>enders. a d1v1s1on of Lando. � e_'<:.,\" n V \\\� tnc '\. ? \\v O�' � All mens cuts $1000 c.\1>'"'' \ \0ro� 'i:J'?JO © 1981 Russ Posorske. �"Q<G CJ�'?>'(,. '?}>c�' 
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Library's.services, offic's 
issued new phone numbers 
Numbers for the library, other 
campus services, administrative 
offices, and students will be 
published in October in campus 
telephone directories, Harry Read, 
director of information · services, 
said recently. 
Counseling center to· help 
students with ·problems 
Services and offices in Eastern ' s  
Booth Library have been issued·new 
telephone numbers to allow each 
phone to have several lines, Dean of 
Library Services Wilson Luquire 
said recently. 
Numbers for the dean's office, 
the circulation, reference, serials, 
talog, acquisition, and reserve 
and documents desks, and the 
nformation Systems Media Library 
nd Self-Study Materials Center are 
ffected, Luquire said . 
"The new numbers, which follow 
sequence, will enable library 
ployees to answer a call from 
most anywhere in the building 
'thout having to return to the 
hone at their desk to take the call," 
uquire said . -
Booth phone numbers 
Dean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6061 
Circulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6071 
Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6072 
Acquistion ..... '. . . . . . . . . .  5921 
Catalogue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5922 
Information Systems 
Media Library 
and SSMC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6091 
Reserved 
and Documents . . . . . . . . . . . 6092 
Serials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5923 
obation to be reviewed 
ancy Montague 
earching ·possible changes to the 
mic probation period policy was 
tentative project outlined by the 
nt senate academic affairs 
ittee at its first meeting this year. 
a i rman Jul ie  Smith  said 
esday that the group suggested 
ing the academic probation . 
from two semesters to one. 
his will give us something to get 
on , "  Smith said, adding that 
not a definite plan yet . 
'th said Sunday the committee 
be studying different policies at 
schools concerning probation. 
She noted that researching the 
proposal does not mean the committee 
will recommend changes to the current 
policy. 
The research will be studied and 
discussed by a full committee this 
Wednesday, Smith said . 
In other business , the committee 
discussed, but delayed action on, 
several proposals which were tabled by 
last spring's committee. 
She said the administration is 
already taking action on some of the 
holdover proposals, such as add-drop 
problems .  
by Dawn Morville 
A new counseling center . which 
recently opened in Charleston has 
already helped a number of students, 
Adrian Williams, director of the 
Psychotheraputic Systems Institute,· 
said . 
Williams,� director of the institute at 
921 Lincoln, said it formally opened 
two weeks ago to offer the community 
and Eastern students a variety of 
services including psychotherapy, 
marriage counseling and hypnosis.  
Williams said. these techniques are 
used to help persons deal with 
relationship problems, sexual, drug or 
alcohol problems. 
Williams said the institute does not 
specialize in any one type of problem 
although the main function of the 
institute is to provide direct clinical 
services, such as psychotherapy and 
counseling. . 
Psychotherapy is " helping people 
devdop tools they can use on their own 
to solve their problems, without 
coming back for help whenever they 
have another problem," he said . 
The institute also serves a research 
function and Williams said in the 
future he will perform a number of 
psychological experiments dealing 
with aspects of hypnosis and 
psychotherapy . 
He said the institute also has an 
educational function and he offers 
workshops to train mental health 
professionals , such as psychiatrists and 
social workers , in the use of hypnosis. 
� ·_ ���� IN. THE UNION:. 
· 
. Boole store 
T-Shirts 
Cards 
School Supplies 
Open Mon.-Fri. 
Open Mon.- Thur. & Sun. 
. Fri. & Sat. 
Billiards 
Jackets Jewelry 
Sundries 
and of course 
Books 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Noon-10:30 p.m. 
Noon-11 :30 p.m . 
Pinball 
Magazines 
East Wing 
West Wing 
Lower Level 
Foos ball 
Video Games Checkers 
Chess 
and of course 
Bowling 
Cards 
Bowllng lanes 
Cribbage 
I 
J 
u 
s 
T 
F 
0 
R 
Williams uses hypnosis to help ' people deal with a number of " habit" 
problems, such as nail biting, smoking 
and overeating. 
Fees are negotiable and on a sliding 
scale based on the person' s  ability to 
pay, Williams said. 
He said students would not be 
expected to be able to pay as much in 
fees as a person with a full-time job. 
Williams said hours at the institute 
are flexible and appointments may be 
arranged during the day or evening 
hours, depending on the person's 
schedule. 
H e  said all  information is  
confidential and a doctor-patient 
relationship is maintained. 
W i l l i a m s, w h o  w e n t  i n t o  
independent practice in February, 
received his master' s  degree in clinical 
psychology at Eastern and will 
complete his doctorate in psycho}ogy 
at the University of Illinois in 
December. 
5-T-R-E-T-c·-H 
Your Food.Dollar 
The Money 
. you save 1s 
YOURS! 
EVERYDAY LOW 
PRICES 
OREAD . . . ..... .. . ... $.39 
SUGAR 
5 L0 .
. . .. .
... . .. 
$1.39 
GREEN GIANT 
VEGETABLES 
3 FOR ............. $1.29 
MILK2% 
GAL. $1.69 
OATH TISSUE 
4 ROLL5 . .......... $.69 
SUGAR WAFER 
COOKIES 
3 FOR .............. .$.89 
SUPERSAV 
Warehouse Foods 
Downtown 
. . 
·. 
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Pol it ician bids to be Il l inois 'watchdog ' 
by Peggy McMeen 
The attorney general ' s  office can cut 
waste in government as the "watchdog 
over the public purse," a Democratic 
candidate for Illinois attorney general 
said Friday. 
Chicago alderman Martin J. 
Oberman, who is a candidate for the 
attorney general . position, was in 
Charleston Friday to attend a 
breakfast meeting of local Democratic 
attorneys and speak to several political 
science classes at Eastern . 
An alderman of Chicago' s  43rd 
Ward since 1975, Ober.man has been 
campaigning for four months in an 
attempt to win the Democratic 
nomination for attorney general next 
year. 
Oberman said regulation of utilities 
is one of the main issues of his 
campaign .  He said the Illinois 
Commerce Commission has backed the 
utilities in rate hikes, and this, made 
the commission anti-consumer . 
" I  think there' s  a lot of wasteful 
spending by the utilities , because no 
one is there to oversee them , "  he said . 
The attorney general must represent 
the consumer in opposing unnecessary 
rate hikes because consumer groups 
don ' t  have the resources to compete 
with the utilities , he added . 
The attorney general is intended to 
be a lawyer for the public, allowed by 
statute to insure "proper application 
of public funds," he added . 
"Other attorney generals have not 
understood that the office is not one 
where they can sit back and react , "  
Oberman said. 
. He described the current Illinois 
Attorney General Tyrone Fahner' s  
office as "a passive law office for state: 
agencies . 
"Part of my j ob in this campaign is 
to redefine the office, to let people 
know they should . be concerned about 
who is elected attorney general,• ' he 
added. 
State Rep. Daniel Pierce, D­
Highland Park, has also announced his 
candidacy for the office. Oberman said 
he doubted either he or Pierce would 
be slated for endorsement in November 
by the party's  central committee . 
Oberman expects to do well in the 
Chicago area, even without Chicago 
Mayor Jane Byrne' s  · support, but 
downstate I llinois is "essential" to his 
campaign, he said. 
Oberman is head of a small 
independent bloc of the Chicago city 
council and is known for his criticism 
of Byrne' s  policies .  
Byrne "tolerates the worst elements 
of the political machine. They have 
become her cronies, "  he said . She did a 
"complete reversal" after her election 
to get aldermen;s  support for re­
election, he added . 
Of the Chicago city council ,  · only 
five of the 50 members are not 
associated with the " machine , "  
Ooerm.an said. 
The political " machine" in Chicago 
gives an " incredible , lopsided 
· advantage " to · the  pol i t i ci a n s  
associated with it by providing precinct 
captains to work for them . 
They campaign to get a patron·age 
j ob after the election, even though 
hiring or firing for "partisan political 
reasons" is unconstitutional , Oberman 
said.  
Precinct captains are motivated 
"because they know their jobs are at 
stake, "  he said . 
The independent candidates have to 
struggle to win over even incompetent 
" machine" politicians , he said . 
Sigm� Tau Gamma 
The World 
In Eighty Minutes 
• 
With the A r 8. Sorority 
Is it true what they say about Peru? 
Find out as the Sig Taus m ix u p  drinks 
from the corners of the world ! 
Monday 
9 -2 1 -8 1  
8 : 00 -? 
865 7th St. 
· call 345-9089 
for rides and 
further 
information 
Interested Rushees only ,  P lease ! 
Martin Oberman 
Attorney general candidate 
62 bikers cycle in 
2nd Panther_ Pedal 
Sixty-two bikers turned out for 
second annual Panther Pe 
Saturday, Panther Pedal Chai 
Chris Pillash said Sunday. 
The Panther Pedal, sponsored by 
Student Association ·for Recreati 
consisted of four routes of 30, 40, 60 
100 miles, Pillash said. 
Money was raised for the 
through the $6.50 per person entry 
and through raffle tickets sold to t 
not entered at 3 for $1, she added. 
Entrants did not take pledges for 
event, Pillash explained. 
Pillash said most of the students 
entered the event rode the 30-
route, while the more experie 
touring bikers went on the lo 
routes . 
On The 
Charlesto 
Square 
·. Mon.-Sat. 
8:30-5:00 
Thurs. & F  
till 8:00 
·Bring In Ti 
Ad and O 
Profession 
Stylists 
Will Cut Yo 
Hair For Ori 
$550 
Appoinbnent 
Today at 348-87 
Offer Good 
Sept. 2 1 -23 
and Sept. 28 
ANNOUNCING ' I I .  ,, I I I . I I I 
p. 
I 
Roast ·Beef Combo 
Get a Big Roast Beef 
Sandwich and Large 
Fries for only 
$2.09 
PLUS TAX 
Hardee's on Campus 
is located i n  the · 
Panther La i r  i n  the 
U n iversity U nion . 
Hours: Mon.-Thur. 7:30 AM - 8:00 PM 
Fri . 7:30 AM - 5:00 PM 
Sat. 1 1 :00 AM - 5 :00 PM 
Sun .  4 :00 - 8 :00 PM 
\ ' 
Butcher B lock 
Special - only $2.19 
PLUS TAX 
Includes hand sliced 
Roast Beef, mashed 
potatoes, 
vegetable of 
the day and 
your choice 
. of coffee or iced tea. 
The Rathskel ler is 
located i n  the East . 
Wi ng, lower level 
of the U n iversity Un ion. · 
Hours: Mon.-Fri . 1 0 :00 AM - 2:00 PM 
· 1;11MNmNWTHEAICIG . ...  [!J UNIVERSITY UNION No Coupon Necessary 
.. ..  " .  .. .. " \  \ \ \ \ "  ' 
\ ' ; S: • ( ' " .. .. ;. � \ � .. \ i 'I. � \ i 
c: Hardee's Food Systems. Inc . 1 98 1  
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By casting your vote 
for DELLA RAMSEY 
"1981 Toast to EIU" 
· Homecoming Queen 
come PARTY with 
1 00 of SAM'§ members 
. 8JtAoy gome 06 tke C(Jinegt · 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENTrn C'1a1tQegtotl 
at gam'g · 
FIRST SOCIAL FUNCTION 
6:g0-9:gOp.m. MONDAY tltght at tlte 
HARDEE'S PANTHER LAIR 
A REVEALING COMEDY ABOUT REACHING THE TOP 
BY WAY OF THE BOTTOM 
RYAN O'NEAL 
JACK WARDEN MARIANGELA MELATO RICHARD KIEL 
"SO FINE" 
A LOBELL/BERGMAN PRODUCTION 
MUSIC BY ENNIO MORRICONE PRODUCED BY MIKE LOBELL 
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ANDREW BERGMAN 
R mTRtCftD - From Warner Bros. OA Warner Commun1cat1ons Company Ul•I 1 7  ·�· ACCOmPllll• l' ll'61 W•tnl"! 8ros All R1�hl1 Rt_.vf'O PUUT 01 UUlT IUUllAI 
OPENS SEPTEDEB &&th A'l A THEA'lBE DAB YOU! 
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peaker praises public 's 
el conservation efforts 
e public' s  wise use of resources 
concern for conservation has 
ted an energy "glut", resulting in 
eased gasol ine supply and 
'lized prices, Robert Leiberman, 
t manager of the I l l inois  
'tution for Natural Resources, said 
rsday . . 
iberman, addressing a group of 
gy management and political 
ce students in Coleman Hall, said 
eater concern for conservation of 
urces and fuel has created the 
us, but it remains delicate and 
d be upset by a number of 
bles . 
he public is coming out of an era 
energy waste and into one of 
ervation , "  Leiberman sa id . 
ernative lifestyles which are less 
ndent on petroleum are being 
ted . "  
iberman called the acceptance of 
alternative lifestyles a "crisis of 
ition " where the public would 
Moving? Need s torage? 
REX-n-DON Van Li nes 
will do it all  for you! 
Profess i o n a l  M overs a n d  Packers  
I L L . CC . 1 8 7 8 M C - C  
Bon ded S t o rage') 
U -Store  W a rehou;e 
Ren t s  M i n i - S t orage Romm 
U -Carry The Key 
We rent  cartom and eq u i pm e n t  
F o r  Do- i t -yoursel f m m·er; 
Phone 345-3535 - Charleston 
Phone 234-2833 - Mal lnon 
athy "Elkshead" t 
. ·� Luers : 
Has f ina l ly t 
reached t 
the b ig t 
2-0 t 
Happy B-Dayl t 
� � � � � � � � �  
(cinEmif·oo€f ·; 
There is no defense. 
W9J!�� 
ALBERT FINNEY l!!J 
(.E . . .  5 . .  �·00· 
.
. . . . . . . Aoi.ii.:rs·: 
,. , • $1.50.: 
· . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 :1 5 & 9 :30 
C.EORGJ: HAMILTON •t · pqo;(r 
THE GAY BLADE �� ����uRv- IPGI .: '4�)b. £ [tf ·5·�40··���:1 · · ·i:4cf&·9:·3·5 
When they met they 
heard bells. And that 
was just round one. 
JOHN BELUSHI & 
BLAIR BROWN 
!., . . . 5 . . . . �2 . . . . 0· · · · ·ADUi.rsi l.�.!. . . . . . . .  � . . . . . . . . . f.�J 7 :30 & 9:40 
have to adjust to using different forms 
of energy, such as solar . 
The public could encounter one of 
those moments of crisis in home 
heating, he said . 
Leiberman said that over 90 percent 
of homes in Illinois use natural gas for 
heating . Since the gas is not 
inexhaustible, homes will have to 
switch to cheaper forms of heating, 
like solar, he added . 
Leiberman said homes are being 
built to he more energy efficient than 
they were ten years ago, which shows a 
concern for energy conservation. 
The I nst i tut ion for Natural  
Resources was organized in 1979 and 
given the responsibility of determining 
the state' s  policy of energy usage, 
Leiberman said . 
Using models similar to the type 
economists use to determine trends in 
supply and demand , the INR plans 
energy needs for the state and 
determines where that energy could 
come from , Leiberman said . 
* 50' Bar Drinks 
· For the Ladies . . 
*GI VEA WA YS A LL NIGHT . 
T-Shirts Records r--� :t� 
. 
Gift Certificates \ 
· I 
MOTHER'S 1 
. \ 506 Mon roe \.___, __ ,, .. , 
The priee 
orstyle . 
hasjust eo 
. ao�n: 
e 
Save 820 or. more on SILADIUM® 
College Rings • • •  now only 879.95. 
College Ring table will give you 
the chance to see the full 
collection of rings for the fall. 
But huny on over . . .  this sale 
runs for a limited · 
time only. 
University Union Walkway 
Today thru September 23. · 
Deposit required. MasterCharge or \'isa accepted. © 1981 ArtCan·ed Class Rin11s 
1 1  
· .. 
Monday's Classified. ads Please report classified errors immediately at 58 1 - 2 8 1 2. A correct ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified , we cannot be responsible 
for an incorrect ad after its first insertion .  
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Services Offered 
I ' l l  type for you . $ 1 . 00 a 
page . Call Sandy 345-9397 . 
__________ oo 
The Campus Cuttery . $3 
short hair, $4 long hair . Five 
years experience behind the 
Cuttery scissors . Call Terri 
5 8 1 -3003 . 
________ 9/22 
Natural food supplements at 
.VHOLESALE PRICES! Call 
··�ick Kirkham at 235-0764 . 
_________9/25 
S t e v e n s o n ' s  t y p i n g ,  
experienced typist: thesi.s 
dissertations, term papers, 
technical typing . 85 · cents 
double, $ 1 . 50 single . 235-
569 1 . 
______ 9/30 
Guitar lessons $3 . 50/half 
hour. Call Dylan - 3431 . 
_________9/22 
Y O U R  P A P E R S  
professionally typed . Cost per 
page: $ 1 . 25 .  Several different 
type styles _ and formats 
avai lable , plus special 
s e r v i c e s . F o r  fur t h er 
information call 345-634 7 .  
________ cM-00 
Help Wanted 
6'4"  floorman wanted for 
local bar . Must be alert and 
even tempered, 4 to 5 nights a 
week. Must be able to work 
over school break and 
Christmas holiday. Call for 
interview 345-90 9 1 . 
________ 2 1  
HeJp Wanted 
Student i nteres�d i n  
weekend work . Management 
oppcrtunities ! Please call late 
at night . 1 -328-5635 . 
_________ 9/22 
G oods Wanted 
Used lady's 2 6 "  bike , 
electric typewriter . Cheap as 
possible! Call 2 7 5 1 . 
-::--:-::-----.,...----9/ 2 1  CASH for baseball cards; 
trade-sell . 1 -832-8 1 46 . 
________9/22 ' 
Rides/Riders 
Ride/riders needed from 
Effingham to Charleston daily . 
Call 857-3402 . 
. 
_________9/22 
Ride needed back to Eastern 
on Sunday, Sept . 27 from 
North Shore suburb . $$ for 
gas . Please call Ruth before 
9/24/8 1 . 348-0675 . 
9/23 
For Rent 
2 bedroom house . Furnished 
apt . - men , 2 bedroom 
apartment, stove-refrigerator. 
345-4846 . 
_________ 9/25 
For Rent:  Student housing. 
Immediate occupancy. Female 
only. Apply 345-6024 .  Attar 5 
p . m .  345-6550 or 856-388 2 .  
_________ 9/24 
F or Rent 
Rent a mini-storage as low as· 
_$ 1 5 . 00 per month . Phone 
345- 77 46, West Rte 1 6 .  
__________o.o 
For ren t :  fair ly new 
apartment {girl only) . Need 
subleaser , one bedroom ,  
kitchen , bath and living room . 
Call 58 1 - 2030 5 : 30 p . m . -
1 0 : 0 0 p . m .  A v ai l a b l e  
immediately . 
_________ 9/2 1 
One girl needed to sublease 
apartment for spring semester . 
Call Kathy at 345-3324 .  
_________9/25 
One bedroom , $ 1 50, water 
and trash paid , furnished or 
unfurnished . Call 345-7286 or 
345-6004 after 4 : 30 .  
_________9/23 
1 or 2 girls needed to 
s u b l e a s e  Y o u n g s t o w n  
apartment for spring semester . 
Call 348'-07 43.  
_________ 1 0/4 
ATTENTION! Lower level 
apartment for rent. 1 block 
from campus. $85 monthly. 
Excellent condition! Call at 
night. 581 -3908 . . 
________ 1 0/. 1 
Room for rent 3 blocks from 
campus in exchange for care 
of 8-year-old . Call 348-8507 
after 5 : 3 0 .  References 
required. 
_________ 9/24 
Partly furnished house at 
953 Division . Gas heat . Rent 
$250 per month . $ 1 50 
security deposit. To see inside 
call 345-4595 or 5 8 1 -590 1 . 
_________9/25 
Monday's Potpou1rl 
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 R . P  . I .  room 
4 Play or pass 
9 Pot money 
13 Fodder plant 
14 Eastern 
peninsula 
15 Come down in 
buckets 
11 Expression · 
heard on 
March 20 
19 Friendly 
fellows from 
Fajardo 
20 Queues in the 
news in l979 
21 Button on an 
alley 
22 Relative of a 
hornpipe 
23 Shipment from 
Ga. 
27 Person at the 
bar 
31 The British 
Government 
31 Fulcrum on a 
dory 
37 Court a 
potential frat 
member 
38 Author Nin 
40 Clinton's canal 
41 Tramontane 
43 "Call to --" :  
A. E. 
Stevenson 
45 Adjudicate 
47 "-- star to 
steer her by" : 
Masefield 
48 Fall with a flat 
sound 
50 Tosca's tragic 
lover 
55 Affronted 
59 Took a leap 
IO Sporting dog 
12 Have -- for 
(hold a 
grudge) 
13 City near 
Lisbon 
14 Dictator's 
phrase 
15 Mendelssonn's 
"Spring --" 
II Busman's 
destination 
Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA 
87 Erhard's 
therapy 
DOWN 
r "-- in soft 
Lydian airs" : 
Milton · 
2 V-shaped roof 
gutter 
3 Neutral color 
4 Clues for 
cardiologists 
5 Ezra.Pound 
book 
8 Berlin's "He's 
-- Picker" 
7 Composer 
Franck 
8 Mortarboard 
attachment 
9 "Men are -­
they woo" : 
Shak. 
10 Spring, 
sometimes 
11 "April Love" is 
one 
12 Units in the cgs 
system 
13 Weill's "The 
-- Has His 
Pt10tograph 
Taken" 
17 Night, in 
Napoli 
18 Accordion item 
24 " Eureka ! "  
25 Director Fritz 
28 -- Maass, 
nurse on a l� 
stamp 
28 Ye olde days 
29 Ivy League 
team 
30 Female 
sandpipers 
31 Stole 
32 Mimetic dance 
33 Goddess 
wearing cow's 
horns 
34 "The year's at 
" . -- . 
Browning 
35 Mortgage 
39 Elegiac 
42 Jeanette or 
Lloyd 
44 Cigar-making 
center in Fla. 
41 Acted like 
Xanthippe 
49 Irritate 
51 Contemporary 
of Slammin' 
Sam 
52 Aids for the 
darling buds . 
53 Exanimate 
54 Watch the girls 
go by 
55 Medical suffix 
58 Incumbent on 
57 One of triplets 
58 Minute part of 
52 Down 
59 Tiff 
81 Sign that 
makes angels 
glow 
For answers see page 1 3  
For Rent 
2 - b e d r o o m  h o u s e . 
Furnished apt . men , 2-
bedroom apartment, stove, 
refrigerator . 345-4846 . 
_________9/25 
One gir l  needed to sublease 
apartment for Spring semester. 
close to campus, furnished . 
Call Pam at 238-0448 . 
________9/24 
For Sa le 
Carpet your room with a 
remnant from Carlyle Interiors 
Unlimited . Located 2 miles 
west of Charleston on Rte . 1 6 .  
Open 8-6 Monday through 
Saturday. Phone 345-7746.  
--:-:::-::-- ,-:------=---00 ' 7 0  Merc u r y .  C l e a n , 
attractive, dependable . New 
muffler , battery, manifolds . 
A . C. ,  PB, PS, AM/FM stereo. 
$750.  345-65 1 5 . 
....,...,.,..,..,.-- -----9/2 5  V W  e n g i n e  1 6 0 0 c c . 
Completely rebuilt with less 
than 1 , 000m . SUN diagnostic 
results available. $600. 345-
65 1 5 . 
_________ 9/25 
1 97 2  Buick Lesabre, clean, 
body good, good running 
condition ;  $500 . 1 9 7 5  Honda 
CB 1 2 5 ;  $350 . Call 348-
892 2 .  
___ c9/2 1 , 23 , 2 5 , 28 , 30 
Early American brown/gold 
7 -foot sofa with matching 
chair . Good condition. $375 or 
best offer. 345-6023 anytime. 
_________ 9/22 
For Sale 
1 980 Honda CM400T . Price 
negotiable . Must sell . 345-
6324 . 
_________ 9/23 
Kenwood receiver, 40 watts, 
Sanyo cassette deck, dual 
turntable, infinity OE speakers . 
$550 . Call 348-02 1 0 .  
_________9/24 
For Sale: Showmaster Sound 
Stereo P . A .  Board and 
microphone . Call 348- 1 794.  
_________9/23 
Prince Classic tennis racket. 
4 1 ;grip. Like new . $35.  345-
4749.  
9/2 1 
Lost and Fou nd 
LOST: Prescription glasses, 
bifocal , pink-tinted rims. In 
orange carrying case . Please 
call ! 345-2769. 
9/25 
A n n ou ncements 
KEEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL - Join NARAL 
free . Referrals 345-9285 . 
__________oo 
ASPA Organizational 
Meeting - Tues . ,  September 
23rd at 7 : 00 p . m .  in the 
Shelbyville Rm . in Union . 
Officers will be elected . New 
members can sign up at 
meeting.  
_________ 9/23 
Loyd's AM/FM Receiver , 1 
year old , $ 7 5 .  Call 58 1 -32 8 2 .  
________ 9/2 1 
TV l ist in g s ,  cam pus c l ips 
and crossword puzzle 
TV Listings · 
5:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Happy Days Again 
3-Mary Tyler Moore 
1 0 , 1 1 -Muppet Show 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 7-News 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7  , 20-News 
9-Muppet Show 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 20, 38-News 
9, 1 7-Barney Miller 
1 1 -Laverne & Shirley & 
Company 
6:30 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3, 1 0-PM Magazine 
9 ,  1 5 , 20-Laverne and Shirley 
1 0-PM Magazine 
1 1 -Muppet Show 
1 2-MacNeil , Lehrer Report 
1 ?-Entertainment Tonight 
38-0dd Couple 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Pilot: "Every Stray 
Dog and Kid" 
3-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 o-Crisis Alert 
1 1 -Movie : " 'Tarzan and his 
Mate" ( 1 934 ) .  Tarzan defeats 
a romantic rival and foils the 
villains in his most entertaining 
jungle epic. 
1 2-0ver Easy 
1 7 , 38-That's Incredible ! 
7:30 p.m. 
3-Two of Us 
1 2-lllini Football Report 
, 8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Movie: "And Baby 
Makes Six" - or will if Anna 
Kramer carries through with 
her intention to have another 
child at age 46 despite 
physical risks and family 
opposition. A 1 97 9  TV·movie. 
Colleen Dewhurst, Warren 
Oates. 
3 , 1 0-MASH 
9-Solid Gold 
1 2-Great Performances 
1 7 , 38-NFL Football: Dallas 
Cowboys vs. New England 
Patriots at Foxboro, Mass. 
Campus clips 
The Accounting Club will sponsor a Pizza Party in  Caesar 's  
basement Monday, Septe111ber 2 1  at 7 : 00  p.m.  All  members are 
invited to attend. 
PACE nationwide examination applications will be accepted 
from Friday , September 14 th rough Tuesday, October 1 3 .  
I n formation and application forms are available i n  the Placement 
Center, St udent Services Building . 
Tl!e M odel Illinois Government will meet Monday, Septemb.er 
2 1  at 3 : 00  p . m .  in Coleman Hall Room 309. Present and 
prospective members should attend. Election of officers will take 
place . 
The Christian Science College Organization will meet Monday, 
September 21 at 6:00 p . m .  in the Neoga Room of the Union . 
Christian Science will be discussed . . 
The Square Folks will give square dance lessons from 7 :00 to 
8 :00 p . m .  and hold a dance from 8 :00 to 9:30 p . m .  Monday, 
September 21 in Buzzard Gym . 
Campus Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News 
office two days before date of publication (or date of event).  
Information should include event , name of sponsoring 
organization, date, time and place of event,  plus any other 
pertinent information . Clips submitted after 9:00 a . m .  of deadline 
day cannot be guaranteed publication. Clips will be run one day 
only for any event.  No clips will be taken by phone. 
Announceme 
Nervous about exa 
midterms? Tuesday, Sept. 
at 2 : 30,  a free Test T 
H e l p  Session is b 
presented . Topics include: 
preparation and test an · 
with special tips cone 
test taking . Sign-up 
requested by contacting 
Testing Center at 58 1 -59 
_______ c9/2 1 
Copy-X ,  Fastprint 
Center for all your pri 
needs. 345-63 1 3 . 
______ cM,W, F-
Kate and Jaylee, Welc 
Womanhood ! Love , 
women and dynamo . 
Journey tickets - r 
number , center stage for 
Oct. 2 concert at U of I. 
1 -337-55 1 9 .  
Tokens - check 
service now available. 
evenings and weekend& 
your convenience. 
Kappa Alpha Psi pr 
1 st Annual Tennis T 
Oct. 2 ,  3 & 4. For info 
345-4702 . 
Delta Sigmi Pi needs a 
good men. Formal 
Monday, 7 : 00 p.m., Blair 
"We Mean Business. "  BN 
The Men of Thomas: We 
your skin . Let's see 
§oon . Love, Your 3rd 
Lawson ladies. 
8:30 p.m. 
3,  1 0-House Calls 
9:00 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Lou Grant 
9-News 
1 1 -Joker's Wild 
9:30 p.m. 
9-Baseball- White 
Angels at Anaheim ,  Cal. 
1 1 -News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 20-News 
1 1 -Benny Hill 
1 2-Twilight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 2 , 20-Tonight 
3-MASH 
1 0-Quincy 
1 1 -Prisoner : Cell Block 
1 2-News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Streets of San Franc 
1 1 -Movie: "Asylum" ( 1  
A n  insane asylum prov· 
setting for four tales of 
by Robert Bloch .  
Cushing. 
· 
1 7-News 
38-Prisoner: Cell Block 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Tomorrow C 
Coast 
1 7, 38-Nightline 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Harry O 
Midnight 
3-Mary Tyler Moore 
1 7-News 
1 2:30 a.m. 
3 , 9-News 
1 2:50 a.m. 
1 1 -News 
2-News 
1 :1 5  a.m. 
9-Movie: "The Black 
Falworth" ( 1954) . 
melodrama of Olde E 
featuring Tony Curtis 
novice knight . 
1 :20 a.m. 
1 1 -Movie: "Dan 
Law" ( 1 973) . Me 
based on an actual 
i nc i d e n t ,  wi th  D 
Sutherland as a 
stalking the Indian who 
his partner .. 
Monday's Clclsslfled ads 
ptember 2 1 ,  1 98 1  The Dally Eastern News 
ER CLOTHIERS now 
�eration worlc! Sleeves, 
skirts, etc . (Garment 
be clean . )  Medder 
345-2468. 
Happy Birthday! 
to another great 
ter of TKB partyin ' .  
"Becky Lou" 
�..,-- ---:-:---,-9/2 1 
· Mayer - I 'm so happy 
your sorority Mom . Your 
eatest daughter ever! ! 
Love, Debbie 
�---:-:---9/2 1 - Happy 2 1 st 
y. Now you can finally 
with us . Becky, Barb and 
:-:::-----::-- --,---9/2 1 A's first meeting is 
esday, Sept . 2 3 .  
ted people can sign up 
meeting . New officers 
elected. 7 : 00 p . m .  
ille Rm. 
l'-- --:--::--:---::---9/23 men of Delta Sigma Pi 
like to invite all male 
majors to our "Formal 
" ,  tonight at 7 : 00 p . m. 
Hall · Room 1 08 .  Come 
why we say "We Mean 
." T.M.W. 
�--=:-=--:--9/ 2 1  Sigma Pi, Easterns No. 
ess Fraternity. Come to 
I Smoker tonight and 
us out! JF 
--:--:---:----:-:-:-:--9/ 2 1  and Jaylee, Welcome to 
hood ! Love, two 
and a dynamo. 
,---.,------9/2 1 Alpha Psi presents 
ual tennis tourney Oct. 
4. For info, call 34�-
�-:----=-:-----:--9/25 Sigma Pi needs a few 
men. Formal smoker 
, 7 : 00 p .m. ,  Blair Hall . 
an Business. "  BN. 
i-------9/2 1 
s o m e t h i n g  
rtable . MI LESTO N E . 
g e  c l o t h i n g  & 
ries. 1 4 1 9  4th Street, 
lkes and Krackers. 
--,----....,..---9/22 i (alias, Duce) here it 
Announcements Announcements 
Kinger: Happy birthday ! Delta Chi Football Team -
Here's to another great Congratulations on your first 
semester of TKB partyin' .  win ! Good luck i n  the coming 
Love, "Becky Lou . "  season - Ralph . 
_________ 9/2 1 9/2 1 
Vicki Mayer - I'm so happy ALPHA PHI - Get psyched 
to be your sorority mom. for Homecoming and the Spirit 
You're the greatest daughter Award - DELTA CHI .  
ever! ! Sigma love, Debbie. 9/2 1 
....,...,..,....,,--,-=-=----9/ 2 1  Enter RICO'S PIZZA and MAD DOG - Happy 2 1 st WEIC's "Feed the. Dorm Floor" 
birthday . Now you can finally contest. 
drink with us. Becky, Barb and 9/23 
Jane. Darwin's Galapagos lslends, 
_________ 9/2 1 . , Ecuador, South America, Dec . 
ASPA's first meeting is 2 5-Jan. 9; Andes Mountains, 
Wednesday, Sept .  2 3 .  jungles ,  Indians. Everyone 
Interested people can sign up welcome. Deposit $200 by 
at the meeting . New officers Nov. 1 .  Call 3728 .  
will be  elected. 7 : 00 p .m . ,  9/22 
Shelbyville Rm. Enter RICO'S PIZZA and 
_________ 9/23 WEIC's "Feed the Dorm Floor" 
Thanks to everyone who contest. 
made my 2 1 st birthday the 9/23 
greatest ever! I had the best Spacie, Stacie, RA Barbie, 
time and I will never forget that. Looney Lazell, Involved Carol, 
Love, Jules . Dinky Danks . .  Economical 
_________ 9/2 1 Linda, and "K" - Thanks for 
The men of Delta Sigma Pi being such great friends and 
would like to invite all male keeping me cheered up last 
business majors to our "Formal week when I was down! Love 
Smoker, " tonight at 7 : 00 p . m .  y a  all, Cindy. 
in Blair Hall, rm . 1 08 .  Come 
and see why we say "We Mean 
Business . "  TMW 
________ 9/2 1 
ASPA organizational meeting 
- Tues.,  Sept. 23 at 7 : 00 
p . m .  in the Shelbyville Rm. in 
Union. Officers will be elected . 
New members can sign up at 
meeting . 
________ 9/23 
Happy birthday, Karen ! 
Love, your 5 roomies & Lucy. 
________9/2 1 
Delta Sigma Pi , Eastern's No. 
1 business Fraternity. Come to 
our Formal Smoker tonight and 
check us out! JF. · 
________ 9/2 1 
The women of Kappa Delta 
wish all Greek women good 
luck in Derby Days. 
--- --=-----9/22 Delta Sig ma Pi,  the 
P r o fe s s i o n a l  B u s i n e s s  
Fraternity, invites business 
majors to our Formal Smoker, 
Sept. 2 1 ,  Blair Hall, 7 : 00 p . m .  
Come see what w e  can offer 
you. 
________ 9/2 1 
TRl-SIGS - Get psyched 
and ready to win Derby Days -
Brian. 
________ 9/2 1 
9/2 1 
Teresa and Anne - We of 
room 962 enjoyed our 
bedtime stories immensely. 
However, one of us was ripped 
off (even you said I was) so be 
prepared for a return 
engagement. 
_________ 9/2 1 
See you at RICO'S PIZZA 
tonight at 7 : 30 - Raquel . 
_________9/23 
The Professional Business 
Fraternity, DELTA SIGMA Pl , 
invites you to our Formal 
Smoker, Mon . ,  Sept. 2 1 ,  Blair 
Hall , 7 : 00 .  Business is our 
business. DMW. 
_________ 9/2 1 
Puzzle Answers 
• L A B • E N A C l • A N l E 
l A R E • K 0 R E A • p 0 U R 
s p R I N G H A s s p R U N G 
A II I G  0 s • G A S L I N E S 
R E S E l •  • •  R E E L • •• 
l A L C • L A W  Y E R 
W H I l E H A L L • l H 0 L E 
R U S H • A N A I S • E R I E 
A L I E N •  G R E A l N E S S 
p A s s 0 N • A N D  A 
•• • p L A p - 11  A R I 0 
0 u l R A G E l o • s  P R A N G 
s p R I N G E I R I S  P A N I E L 
I l I N • E V 0 R A •  I N R E 
s 0 N G • D E P 0 l• E S l •  
Please report classified errors immediately at 58 1 - 28 1 2 .  A correct ad 
will appear in the next edition. Unless notified , we cannot be responsible 
for an incorrect ad after its first insertion . 
1 3  
Announcements Announcements Ann ouncements 
Listen for RICO'S RAPID 
RECORD RECALL every night 
at 7 : 30 on C92 FM and WIN ! 
________9/23 
Lisa - Congratulations on 
pledging Alpha gams. Get 
psyched for Derby Days and 
let's keep our house No. 1 ! 
Love, Mom Suzie . 
_________ 9/2 1 
"Worthless Mary" - Thanks 
for being a friend in my time of 
need , and such a fun room 
mate. Love ya, "Kirkless . "  
_________9/2 1 
ALPHA PHI - Get psyched 
for Homecoming and the Spirit 
Award - DELTA CHI .  
_________ 9/2 1 
Congratulations Pat on being 
Alpha gams and Eastern's 
Greek Homecoming candidate! 
We love ya ! - The gators. 
_________9/2 1 
Last chance to see what 
Delta Sigma Pi has to offer 
Tonight, Blair Hall, rm. 1 08.  
7 : 00 p.m.  or call 348-8869 for 
more info . DM . 
_________ 9/2 1 
VILLAGE 
EASTERN 
APARTMENTS 
NO W LEASING 
* 2  Bedroom 
Furnished Apartments 
* Private Balconies 
* Wall-to-wall Carpeting 
* Airconditioning 
* Convenient Parking 
* Laundry Facilities 
* Swimming Pool 
* Just a few blocks 
from campus 
Located at · 22 1 9  S. 
· Ninth Street, just south of 
Carman Hall. 
Offic e located in 
basement. 
HOURS: 9 : 00· 1 2 : 00 & 
1 : 00-5 : 00 Mon.- F ri . , 
1 1  : 00-4 : 00 Sat. or Call 
345-2520. 
Apartments for $200 
New Ma nagement 
Nick: Happy 2 years! Future 
happinesses are OURS. Love, 
Amy. 
_________ 9/2 1 
ALPHA PHI - Get psyched 
for Homecoming and the Spirit 
Award - DEL TA CHI .  
9/2 1 
Dudly, Can you believe it? 
It's been one year and the last 
four months have been so 
special to me. I love you and 
always wil l !  Krackers tonight, 
be there! Love ya, W. 
-=--------9/2 1 Business majors :  Don't just 
fffade away. Check out Delta 
Sigma Pi, Eastern's number 
one business Fraternity. JL.  
-===-==-----9/2 1 BIRTHRIGHT CARES . . .  Free 
pregnancy testing Mon . to Fri . 
at 3- 7 .  348-85 5 1  . 
-,--------�00 
Meet me at RICO'S PIZZA 
tonight at 8 : 00 - Lisa . 
9/23 
Dinger, H8ppy 20th birthday! 
Hope it's a great one! Love, 
Sue. 
--:-:----=-----9/ 2 1  Meet us at RICO'S PIZZA at 
7: 00 - Carol and Sue. 
-=-:--:-=-::-:-'." ____ 9/23 
T H E B U S I N E S S  O F  
AMERICA - is Business . 
Come & check out Delta Sigma 
Pi, the Professional Business 
Fraternity. Our formal smoker 
is Monqay, September 2 1  at 
Blair Hall , rm . 1 08 at 7 : 00 p . m. 
or call 348-8869 for more into !  
JER.  
________ 9/2 1 
Jill - Let's meet at RICO'S 
PIZZA again.  It was great. 
________9/23 
Phi Beta Lambda wil l be 
accepting dues in the Unior, 
lobby M onday through 
Wednesday, from 9 : 00 to 
2 : 00 .  Dues are only $ 1 5 for 
the entire. Join a winning team 
- Join PBL! ! 
-.-9122 
" Do-it-yourself" C lassified Ad Form 
Name 
Phone ------------------
Address 
Ad to read ________________ _ 
Under classification of: ------------
Dates to run _______________ _ 
COST: 1 O cents per word first day, 7 cents per word 
each consecutive day thereafter (minimum 1 O words). 
Student rate half price if ad is paid for in advance. 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Daily 
Eastern News box in Union by 2 p. m. the day before it is to 
run ( 2  p . m .  Friday for Monday's paper). The News 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
Student? (Student rate half-price) l I Yes ll No 
Payment: __________O Cash [] Check you had a good 
d. Next time you 
to punch Pooh out 
sure I see it. Thanks for 
such a great friend. Love 
light person 
Dr. John T. North 
Congratulations on being 
named "Outstanding Chapter 
Advisor" at the national 
convention - Delta Chi. 
_________9/2 1 
Drivel--------,�---------...-------...--.... 
t---::-:----=:--:--9/2 1 Pi , The 
B u s i n e s s  
i ty  invites business 
to our Formal Smoker , 
2 1 , Blair Hall 7 : 00 p.m. 
See what we can offer 
______ 9/2 1 
men of Thomas: We love 
skin. Let's see more 
Love, your 3rd floor 
ladies. 
,__ ____ 9/22 
Listen for RICO'S RAPID 
RECORD RECALL every night 
at 7 : 30 on C92 FM and WIN! 
________9/23 
D a r y l  B e e l e r  
Congratulations o n  your 
e n g a g e m e n t  to M i n d y  
Horneckr - Delta Chi. 
________9/2 1 
Candy - Had a great time at 
RICO'S PIZZA - Bill . 
________ 9/23 
5Ultf ! ] .'!IE 
ALWlt'fS tEEN 
Ari ltllH. ETI c 
� s��'f. ivr Hf'S fl•T ()N T/IE ft.!AE�Ell 
, WE bO,  HOWE\/ ER , HAVE A CRATE Fl>a T#E 
TffL ET IC l:)E'l'AICT.MliNT. 
� /  tlt\ . 
OH 6-00I>! HE 'S >l9E I 
---a::----- \ 
�' 
,. ;a, - ti 
HOW CAN I T  8£ ?! 
BUT IM ONLY 3 YEARS OL D! THI S IS TERRIBLE! 
\ 
A Z I T .  
. 
(VE REACHEO P<J8£RTYJ 
< 
t ' 
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Field hockey team s weeps with 'great ' wins 
by Nancy Saegesser 
. CARBONDALE-Eastern' s field 
hockey team followed 'bp a 3-1 victory 
over Principia College with a "great" 
2- 1 win over Southern Illinois 
University-Carbondale Saturday. 
" ultimatum. "  
" I  was like 'OK you guys, i f  this 
doesn' t  work, we' re going back to the 
4-2, ' "  Reichel said. " But we _ played 
great . "  
Reichel added that she was especially 
pleased ·with her team's  performance 
coming off a "slow" game against 
Principia.  
"We just played real slow and we 
lucked out. We played down to their 
level,' ' she said. "But then against 
Carbondale, we played up to t 
level . "  
In another alignment switch, 
Panther mentor also moved forw 
Colleen Fletcher from lier forward 
back to the link line. 
· The win marked the Panther' s first 
victory over the AIA W Division 1 
Salukis in four years . 
"We played great," Reichel said. 
' 'We stuck with the 4-4 and it paid 
off. " 
Sox breeze; C u bs ,  Cards setback 
The Panthers made the switch from 
a 4-2 offensive alignment to a 4-4 front 
in Thursday' s  4- 1 loss to Western 
Illinois and used it in Saturday's  match 
against Principia, but Reichel said she 
was not happy with the Panther' s  
execution before the game with 
Carbondale. 
"It  still didn' t  click (against Pricipia) 
because we played too slow," she said . 
Reichel said · she made some 
offensive realignments · for · the game 
with Carbondale and gave the squad an 
White Sox 1 1 A 's 3 
Chicago (AP)-Jim Morrison belted a 
two-run homer Sunday to help Rich 
Dotson and the Chicago White Sox to 
an 1 1-3 beating of the Oakland A' s .  
Morrison' s  homer, his ninth of the 
year, came in the sixth inning and 
scored Dotson. 
Expos 4 Cubs 0 
Montreal--:Bill Gullickson struck out 
13 and scattered three hits en route to 
his fifth victory as the Montreal Expos 
Have you been too busy coping (although both MEN IN LOVE & COST 
ACCOUNTING arrived "in the nick" - along with PEAK 
PERFORMANCE & THE FORBES N U M BE RS GAME) to browse for fun 
(and a FROG & TOAD COLORING BOOK) cookbooks (MORE WITH 
LESS?) kids books (HESTER & Shel are back! )  then take a break (& the 
time) to browse 
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
Sixth & Buchanan 
"One Block North of Old Main" 
Escape to the CLAN OF THE CAVE BEAR (or find Mr. Stevenson ' s  
SECRET PLACE!)  Try the new Gold FAMILY , the best-selling GORKY 
PARK , King's CUJO or Roth's ZUCKERMAN UNBOUND!  Answer on 
S.O.S. : ' ( IS THERE LIFE AFTER HOUSEWORK ,  Feingold or Lendon 
Smith?) or choose a nother (the "Save on Shopping Guide" for example) 
You can 
' 'where the books are ' '  DAILY 9-5, Saturdays 1 0-4 (closed Sundays) 345-6070 
OPEN AUDITIONS 
For the Universi ty 
Theatre Product i on o f  
$ 
Sam Shepard's 
SEDUCED 
Wi l l  be he ld at 
7 : 30 p.m. 
Monday, September 2 1  
and · 
Tuesday, September 2 Z 
in  The Green room o f  the 
Doudna F ine Arts Center · 
Audit i ons are open 
to any student . 
Phone 58 1 -3 1 1 0  
for further Information 
blanked the Chicago Cubs 4-0 Sunday. 
The right-hander, 5-8, had a perfect 
game until the fifth when Leon 
Durham slammed a lead-off double to 
center field. 
Mets 7 Cards 6 
New York-Mookie Wilson, whose 
error allowed St. Louis to go ahead in 
the top of the ninth, hit a two-out, two­
run homer in the bottom of the ninth 
inning to give the New York Mets a 7-6 
victory over the Cardinals Sunday. 
Other scores 
National League 
Philadelphia 5 Pittsburgh 4 
Cincinnati 5 Los Angeles 1 
Atlanta 3 San Diego 1, 11 innings 
Houston 7 San Francisco 3 
American League 
Seattle 2 Kansas City 1 
Baltimore 8 Milwaukee 2 
Toronto 6 California 3 
Boston 4 New ·y ork 1 · 
Detroit 5 Cleveland 1 
* Monday * 8 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  * 
Upstai rs at Roe's 
* 2 5 (  beers * 7 5 (  co l l  i ns � f izzes 
* 50( m i xed dr i nks 
(Vodka-G in-Rum-Bou rbon)  
Sept. Roe's Regular Cards are In. 
. Pick yours up NOW! 
Delta Chi 
i s  prou.d to announce our . 
fo l l  p ledge c lass 
Tony Aceto 
J im Ca ldwel l 
· Joseph Ca l l  
Dave Carlson 
· Tony Dappas 
Greg Decl�e·r 
Steve Discianno 
Eri l� G ould 
Scott Gray 
Chad H a nl�ins 
Mark H arrison 
J ohn Humeni l� 
Dave Ke lsch 
Dave Koester 
Wi l l iam Kraft 
Ma rl� Maschel� 
Jeff Mc G lade 
Marl� Mesenbrin 
Scott Morrison 
Mil�e Myers 
Ron Ra ppe 
l3rad Townse 
J im Wi l l iams 
Dally £astern News Monday, September 2 1 , 1 98 1 1 5  
oters contin ue to roll, sh utout string at five 
Woodcock 
C K S O N V I L L E - E a s t e r n '  s 
team continued its undefeated 
with a dominating 4-0 victory 
the MacMurray Highlanders 
day. 
Panther P.erformance boosted 
son record to 5-0 and extended 
ring of shutouts to five games . So 
·s season, Eastern has outscored 
ponents 22-0. 
in past games , head coach 
as Hyndman cited the play of his 
ive corps , which allowed only 
shots on goal , as the key to the 
er victory. 
acMurray attacked us, but we 
too strong ior them on defense , "  
m a n  said . " We played excellent 
'd-field, moving the ball well to 
rwards. " 
-American striker Damien Kelly 
ered the first Eastern goal 16 
tes into the game on a pass from 
an Prempeh . 
d-way through the first half, 
der Randy DeRousse was tripped 
penalty area, and the Panthers 
awarded its first penalty shot of  
ason.  
aptain Gordie Weidle , who 
man designated as the kicker on 
ty shots this year, sent the ball 
the Highlander goalkeeper to Panther Randy DeRousse kicks past his MacMurray Field . (News photo by Brian Ormiston) 
the score 2-0. . opponents during Eastern's 4 - 0  win Saturday at Lakeside 
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The Precision Hair Cut • 11 0 ..... 
If you hate the way your  haircut d isappears the day . � 
after ,  come to Z 's Hair Design where 'we special ize g 
n Precision Hair Cutting .  � 
-recision Hair  C utting is our techn ique for cutt ing Q 
air i n  harmony with the way it grows . s-
o as it grows out it doesn 't lose it's shape . fl> O> 
0 
Walk in or call one of th e staff at . l 's .Hair Design 
and yo u 'II see precision is really for you 
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No  
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3 4 5 -5 4 5 1 �· Do wnto wn Charleston a 
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I SELL AUDIO EGU.PMENT · I 
I AT YOUR COLLEIE I 
I • No I nvestmen t ! I 
I • Professional  Sales H e l p  I Provided 1 · • I ncent ive Programs ! _ f 
I • Sell over 60 Top Bran d s ! I • B E  YOU R OW N BOSS ! 
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Every Tuesday and Wednesday is PLEASIN ' DA Y at 
RICO 'S PIZZA 
FEED 4 for ONL Y $9°0 
ONL Y )Ill 1 4 " Saus a n d Cheese P izza 
$9. 00 • 4 "a ll you ca n eat" Sa lad Bars 
($3 Savings) · )Ill P itch e r  of Coca-Cola 
*********************�************* 
THOUGHT. 
ABOUI LtJNCH ? 
� 
TR Y, l.:JS I 
$1 10 ,  
A $295 
8 "  Pizza w ith 
m edium drin k 
Above w ith 
Sa lad Bar 
RICO 'S PIZZA 
Charleston 
909 S.  1 8th St .  
348-0 1 76 
Mattoon 
8 1 5  Broadway 
235-3 1 2 8 
FREE DELIVER Y 
after S p.m . 
\ 
FREE 
Sta rt ing NOW th ru Oct. 30, 1 98 1  
FREE 64 oz. JUG of COKE with every del ivery. ! 
I I 1 ·  
Monday's 
September 2 1 , 1 9  
Panther bl u nders hand N EMO 21 -1 4 g ift win 
by Dan Brannan 
KIRKSVILLE, Mo.-Time finally 
ran out on Eastern' s  football squad 
Saturday against Northeast Missouri · 
State . 
The Panthers had a chance to score 
'ind take the lead with 1 :45 left in the 
same, but  quarterback J e ff 
·:::hristensen ended Eastern's  drive with 
m interception toss .  
The Bulldogs then ran out the 
remaining time on the clock, and for 
the first time in the young 1981 season, 
the Panthers fell to defeat 21-14. . 
Going into the contest, the Bulldogs'  
head coach Bruce Craddock remarked 
that his team would be a seven­
touchdown underdog against Eastern, 
so he understandably considered his 
squad' s  victory an upset . 
"They beat us 46-3 two years ago 
and 41-7 a year.ago, so the game was a 
big upset for us," Craddock said.  " We 
were just lucky they were down 
today. "  
Despite the setback,  Eastern head 
coach Darrell Mudra complimented 
the Bulldogs'  performance . 
"You have to give them credit, they 
don' t  have as good as players as we do, 
but they still beat us , "  Mudra said . 
The Panther head coach attributed 
his squad's  first loss to the abundance 
of mistakes and turnovers. 
· 
Eastern was called for 18 penalties in 
the contest · for 172 yards, and 
Christensen threw three second-half 
interceptions, two .leading to Bulldog 
scoring drives, and also fumbled the 
ball away twice.  
' ' I  think the reason for al l  the 
mistakes directly is lackadaisicalness," 
Mudra said . "I think we just have to 
discipline our kids to overcome these 
mistakes . "  
Eastern's  youth i n  the offensive line 
also was apparent, as Christensen 
received constant pressure from the 
Bulldogs . 
· 
On the day, Christensen completed · 
15 out of 40 passes for 238 yards . 
The loss of running back Kevin 
Staple because of a shoulder separation 
also took a lot of spark out of 
Eastern ' s  offensive attack in the 
contest, as the Panthers could only 
muster 54 yards rushing on 26 carries . 
" We went into the game hoping we 
could run a little bit, but we just didn't  
move the ball running it," Mudra said . 
One of the few Panther bright spots 
was the performance of sophomore 
tight end Dirk Androff. 
Androff, who was recruited as an 
outstanding quarterback and switched 
th i s  year to the tight end position, 
played for the injured Rob Mehalic 
Panther freshman flanker Roger Holoman hauls in a Jeff 
C hristensen pass for _one of Eastern 's few bright moments 
during its 2 1  -1 4 loss to Northeast M issouri S 
Saturday at Kirksvi l le , M o .  ( N ews photo by Sam Paisl 
and caught five passes for 82 yards . 
The final Bulldog tally occurred with 
5 :11 remaining in the game when 
quarterback Bob Zumbahlen hit tight 
end Greg Himmelman with an 18-yard 
scoring strike. 
Northeast 's  touchdown became 
possible after Eastern was called for 
roughing B.ul ldog kicker  Dave 
Austinson on a 37-yard field goal 
atteqipt. The penalty gave Northeast a 
first and goal on the Panthers' 1 0-yard 
line. 
Eastern tied the score at 14-14 with 
3 :24 remaining in the third quarter on a 
19-yard pass from Christensen to 
flanker Scott Weber. 
The Panther touchdown was set up 
after Bulldog punter Dave Bormann 
shanked a punt for only 10 yards.  
The remainder of the Bulldogs 
scoring in the second half came on a 
40-yard field goal by Austinson with 
7 :36 remaining in the second quarter 
and a two-yard run by running back 
Brad Turner with 11 :45 left .  
A Christensen interception, which 
saftey Kelvin Cunningham returned to 
the Panther 25-yard line, allowed for 
Austinson' s  field goal and Turner's  
jaunt was set  up via a Christensen 
fumble on Eastern ' s  44-yard line. 
The first half score resembled a 
baseball final , as the Panthers took a 7-
5 lead into the locker room . 
The Bulldogs scored their first half 
points in the second ql!arter when they 
sacked Christensen in the end zone for 
a saftey with 2 :05 remaining and 
Austinson booted a 38-yard field 
with 3 : 33 left .  
The Panthers only score of the 
half came in the first quarter 
Christensen hit Weber with a I 
touchdown pass with 1 2 : 34 remai 
Eastern 's  early lead was set u 
Kevin Gray's  interception whic 
returned to the Bulldogs' 42-yard r 
Boilermaker str�tegy hot 
Panth er harriers drop on 
by John Humenik 
Eastern men ' s  cross country coach 
Tom Woodall cited a combination of 
his �quad ' s  poor performance and 
Boilermaker strategy as the main 
reason for · the Panthers' 16-44 
trouncing by Purdue Friday in 
Eastern's home-opening meet . 
" It was a combination of Purdue 
running its best. and us not running 
ours," Woodall said. " There' s  no 
excuse. Purdue ran well, and they still 
might've beaten us if  we ran up to our 
ability . "  
seven i n  the top 13 . 
The Panthers easily ran past In  
State and Bradley to post a 2- 1 
the four team affair , victories W 
said he expected his runners to c 
" It ' s  always better to wi 
there ' s  no need to focus o 
negative, "  Woodall said . "W 
depressed after losing to one 
because i t ' s  jus1 that we like to 
everyone . "  
Weekend results 
However, while Woodall ' s  team was 
dominated by the Boilermakers, the 
Panthers chalked up victories against 
Indiana State, 20-39, and Bradley, 21-
38, to finish second in the triple-dual 
meet. 
Panther junior Perry Edinger ( 
led Eastern ' s  squad with a sixth 
showing, after fighting with the 
pack for the top spot througho 
race . 
" I  wanted to catch up real bad, 
didn' t  feel good from the s 
Edinger · said.  " I  was surprised 
Purdue ran that well , and for 
disapointing because we didn't j 
a team. " 
Footba ll  
Northeast M issouri 21 Eastern 
1 4  
Men's Cross Cou ntry 
Purdue 1 6 Eastern 4 4  
Eastern 2 0  Indiana State 39 
Eastern 21  Bradley 38 
Soccer 
Eastern 4 MacMurray O 
Baseba l l  
Eastern 5-1 1 Wabash 4-3 
Field Hockey 
Eastern 2 SIU-C 1 
Eastern 3 Principia 1 
Volleybal l  
S I U - C  9-1 5-1 5 Eastern 1 5- 2-3 
Kansas 1 5-7 -1  5 Eastern 4-1  5-
1 2  
M issouri 1 5-1 5 Eastern 9-3 
Eastern 1 5-1 1 -1 8 Western 1 5-
1 5-1 6 
Women ' s  Tennis 
Eastern 6 Sangamon 3 
"We knew they (Purdue) had a 
pretty good pack, and they did well 
because they ran a more conservative 
race . "  Woodall said . "We've held 
Purdue down for the last five years , 
but this time they were ready for us and 
beat us handily. 
"I also think our problem was a lot 
. of the guys were running on emotions 
because of all the fan support . "  
Bradley's  Eric Huey cruised the 
Lantz course in 25 :07, but the 
Boilermakers stole the show by placing 
six runners in the top · eight slots and 
Junior Tim Warneke (25 :48} 
sophomore Paul West (26:01)  ti 
1 0th and l l !h respectively, 
Woodall said the pair failed in 1 
some much needed team support . 
"We're so team orientated 
when Warneke and West dropped 
it didn' t  help Perry out ,"  W 
said . "We still need to close the 
gap between our runners and 
form a stronger front pack . "  
